The
Circus Model
Store
The most fun you can have!!

RODRICK
BROS. CIRCUS

2020 SALES CATALOG

All Listings in this catalog are in O scale.
If you need HO or LGB scales, email us with your needs.
circusmodelstore@gmail.com
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CIRCUS TENTS
Side Show Top 60’rd.x 3- 30’ middles/ bale rings/ 1 row of qtrs. & 10’
side walls include all rigging stakes and sidewalls to set-up your
sideshow. @ $ 90.00

Stands and people are sold separately.
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Performing Horse Top 20’ rd x 65’ 5 ctr. push poles 10’ side walls @
$40.00
(No photos of these tops available at this time)

Ring Stock Top Rectangular 35’ X 70’ /6 Center push poles
10’ side walls

@$45.00

Typical arrangement only figures and props not included.
Clown top 12’x 12’ x 8’ side walls @ $20.00
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Dinning top with side walls 60 rd. x 5- 30’ middles complete ready to
set-up
6 Push poles /9’-10’ side poles and side walls no qtrs. All natural white
@ $60.00
Tables not included
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Cook House Top 30’ x 50’ with three center push poles 9 ‘ side walls
All natural white @$45.00 (contents of cook house not included)
New!! Cook House top rectangular shaped 40’ X 55’ / 3 center push poles
$55.00

Wardrobe Top 50’ rd x 3 -30’ middles 10’ side walls 4 center push
poles. @ $75.00
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Menagerie Top with side walls 100’ rd. x 3- 40’ middles complete
ready to set-up /4 bale-ring poles /15’ side poles and side walls 2 rows of
qtrs. All-natural white canvas @ $270.00 complete ready to set up.

Full Menagerie set-up tent and accessories @ $320.00 ready to set-up
(No animals just top /poles and stakes and fencing and barrier ropes)

Bales of hay can be found on pg. 21 of this catalog.
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Big Top Tent

190 ’rd with 3 -50’ middles /4 -62 ‘center poles/bale rings,
rigging/ two rows of qtrs. 17’ side poles include all materials for immediate
set-up and display. Top is open one side from straight section to half round
ends.
All “Stock” Big Tops are made with a natural tan top with solid white side walls
or choice of red/white stripe side walls.
Total shipped price @ $360.00 satisfaction guaranteed

A 30’x40’ blue top full color printed marquee/side walls
And poles. Add $28.00 to BT order or if ordered separately $45.00.
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Special Order
CIRCUS TENTS
We can build other tops at different sizes and colors to fit your needs. All
Special orders must be paid in full prior to material processing.

This is a 200’ diameter European style Big Top in HO scale
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CIRCUS EQUIPMENT
WAGONS

Any Wagon type, style, or lengths are available completed not painted.
Examples are as follows:
Baggage wagon 12’ x 7.5’ @ has dropped floor $17.00
Prop wagon 17’ x 7.0’ @ $24.00
Canvas wagon 15’ x 7.5’ extra strong $20.00
Pole wagons big top or qtr poles BT @$20.50 qtr. $ 19.00
Generator with generator and lights @ $20.00 complete, with 3 light
fixtures $35.00
Cook house wagon 12’ x 7.5’ x7.0’ $25.00
Commissary wagon $ 20.00

Add $10.00 if these require painting “specify color.”

STAKE DRIVERS
Scratch built Stake drivers’ CMS owners’ design. $ 17.50 unpainted
Add $7.50 for completed paint job.
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CANVAS WAGONS Based on length desired = $22.00 to $35.00

ICE WAGON approx. 14’ X 7.5” wide and 6.5’ high
Circus model Store’s own design $ 25.00 painted with lettering $27.00.
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CENTER POLE WAGON are sized based on center pole lengths. These
were five 4+ 1 spare 62’ center poles

COOK HOUSE WAGON 16’ X 7.5 X 7.0’ Load extra
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QUARTER POLE WAGON BEHIND THE CENTER POLE WAGON
Length of qtr pole wagon is dependent on longest qtr pole on the wagon
these were 21’ and 35’ quarters.
Call or email us for a specific price quote for multiple wagon orders.
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TRAIN CARS (72’)
1. FLAT CARS Warren or Mt Vernon
Fully built = $37.00 no couplers or wheels
Fully built / coupler and trucks $50.00

Unpainted Warren flat car Kit $25.00
Unpainted Mt Vernon Flat Car Kit = $28.00
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2. STOCK CARS for Horse or Elephant loads
Fully built $42.00 no couplers or wheels /add $15.00 for trucks and
couplers
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TRAIN YARD ITEMS
a. END loading ramp at end of flat car runs @$ 24.00
35 feet long connects to last flat car two 39” wide ramps with side rails come
with 6 graduated jacks and cross beams. Includes extra cribbing pieces .
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b. Stock Car unloading platform w/o side rails @$10.00
Steeped slope without side rails

c. Stock Car unloading platform/side Rails @$15.00
Steep slope with side rails
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d. Passenger car footstep stool 2 for each car @ $ 3.00/set
g. REA luggage hand wagon @$12.50 complete
h. Foot lockers & performer’s trunks, no labels or #’s 10 pcs. / set @$20.00

BACK LOT SCENES
1. BACK LOT EQUIPMENT TOPS AND ACCESSORIES/KITS
Clown alley Wagons 12’X7’X7’ (also known as prop wagons)
@ $17.50

Clown top 12’x 12’ x 8’ side walls @ $15.00
2. CLOWN PROPS (Call or e-mail us on these items’ availability)
Old clown car @ $10.50
Trunk stands for hanging lights or shirts on 6 for @ $4.00
Clown Stilts @ $6.50 / pair
Juggling gear/ a bucket of clubs, balls, and rings @ $27.50
Unicycle @ $5.50 each

Loose Straw or hay

bagged in 6 oz pkg. @ $ 4.50 ea.

Bales of Straw or hay @ $2.50 ea.
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10 for $22.00

PRACTICE STAGING ACTS
Please note the availability of these items is limited at this time due to our current
resource for figures are no longer producing them.

Performers teeter board act complete set = 4 people 1 teeter board, a
jump stand and landing chair @ $32.00

Performers on giant globes on incline set/ 3 people three gradual
ramps/stands and 3 ea. sparkling globes @ $35.00

Seal act with props and balance ball

4 seals /1 trainer stands fish
bucket and balance balls. @ $25.00 contact us for availability of this item

Practice outside ring/ mat rings any color combination / star mats/ precreased folds 1 set = 1 ring /1mat @ $14.50
3 ring set = @ $35.00

16-24* piece steel arena/top net /2 openings 10’ high in 5’wide sections
@ all hand soldered sections with interlocking hinges. (It’s the real thing!!) Weights
approx... 1.5 lbs. finished @ $85.00 *Number of panels depends on your inside ring
size.
An arena top net system can be added for $10.00
A Clyde Beatty style trainer’s safety entrance $12.00
Spare Cat Act prop stands and equipment
Open platform style stands to match steel arena 8 pc set. The set = 4 cage-stands &
4 free standing platforms with a fire hoop @ $35.00
Graduated 8 piece stands from 24” to 60” @ $25.50

Cat Act multiple cage lineups 6 small cages matched both ends with wheels/
drag hooks and eye on the ends @ $38.00

Wild animal act chute
Two-piece chute system twenty five feet long total length @ $.15.00 (large enough
for large lions or polar bear acts.)

Spare spectacle props Stars, Moons, and hoops (depending on
current availability of items from our suppliers)

Stars 6 each fully finished in gold, silver, & red glitter @ $12.00
Moons 6 ea. fully finished in Gold/red trim glitter. @ $9.00
Hoops 9 ea. for the ladies aerialists of your show @ $10.50
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Special Interest Scenes
SIDE-SHOW EQUIPMENT (figures tents and contents not
included)

1.

Banner lines/ 10 cloth banners full color, poles, stakes, and guy lines
Ballyhoo stages front door / ticket booths and 3 umbrellas @ $75.00
Please note the banners in this picture have faded due to excessive sun
exposure. Your banner line will be bright and vibrantly colored.

2.

3.
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Side show top 60’rd.x 3- 30’ middles/ bale rings/ 1 row of qtrs. & 10’ side
walls include all rigging stakes and sidewalls to set-up your sideshow. @
85.00

Performer stands $4.50 each or 12 for $35.50

$

Comes with colorful back cloth/ signage/ simulated lights around signage, and 1
ladder per stage unit.
Platform skirting 3 sides
Signage comes blank, you provide the titles
If we provide the signage = + $2.00 /stand (Signage & Stand = $4.50 each)
$45.00 /12

Special Interest Scenes
Snake pit top and Banners Kit @$ 36.50

(Temporality Out of production) This item can be special ordered. This is from
the CMB Little Circus Wagon plans of the same name.
Includes snake crate
Snake viewing case/snakes
Snake stand/ ticket seller
Snake pit tent 25’ x 45’ x 8’ sidewall/ gabled top
Two ctr. Push poles /No qtrs.

Below is a 1/2” scale combination camel - elephant ride we custom built for one
of our customers. It comes complete with camel & elephant +fencing and
loading stand. ½’’ scale $120.00.
¼’’ scale = $65.00

WHEEL OF DESTINY ½” Scale $90.00 ¼” scale = $54.00
Actually, rotates requires permanent mounting once received.
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COOK HOUSE & DINING TOPS & EQUIPMENT
Cook house Top two or three push center poles @ 30’ X 60” rd end or square
8’side walls all-natural white material. Includes sidewalls, stakes, and poles for
complete set-up. $35.00

Dinning top with side walls 60 rd. x 5- 30’ middles complete ready to set-up
6 Push poles /9’ side poles and side walls no qtrs. All natural white@ $55.00

Dinning top tables $2.50 EA. It takes about 20 tables to fill this top /all comes with gingham red
white checked tablecloths. Pre- built tables with bench seats attached. 20 @ $ 39.00.
Dishes may be available for the place settings of 100 or more workers. @ $5.00 / 100 check
with us before you order. ¼” scale only.
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Cookhouse Equipment
Ovens Units only not in wagon

@ $3.50

Stove

@ $3.50

Units only not in wagon

Steam Kettles two per rack system

@ $5.50

Meat cutting tables

@ $3.50

Vegetable prep tables

@ $3.50

Pastry pantry /flour bags /containers

@ $3.50

Coffee Urns

@ $2.50

Baker ovens (for use in wagon not included)

@ $5.50

Frying stoves /pans

@ $2.50

Ice box wagon

@ $25.00

Dry-goods wagon

@ $25.00

Dishwasher wagon /tables and dish storage crates

@ $45.00

Cooks

@ $3.00 ea

Servers

@ $3.00 ea

Dish-attendants for steam boiler on dishwasher

@ $3.00 ea

Dining top Prep tables may also be required 2 on each end and 2 in middle for a total
of 6 Prep tables / blue and white checked cloths - they are 4’ x 8’ x 36” high tables @
$6.50 for the set of 6.
Garbage cans 10 – 20 needed $ 3.00 for 5 cans $9.00 for 10
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Menagerie Accessories
Menagerie Top 72’ rd. x 3- 40’ middles complete /4 bale-ring poles /15’ side
poles and side walls 2 rows of qtrs.

Small Animal pens 20’ x 45’ x 6’ high @$12.00
Metal fencing type
Lead stock pens 30’ x 50’ x 10’ high @ $15.00
Metal fencing type
Giraffe Pens 10 sections of 20’ x 8’ wide @ $15.00
Metal fencing type
Lead stock line fencing 5’ high x 50’ long strung between
Inner qtr poles. @ $2.50
Metal fencing type
Feed troughs 3’ x 10’ x 18” deep @ $3.50 - 10 for $25.00
Metal type

Full Menagerie set-up tent and accessories @ $310.00 ready to set-up

No animals provided.
For Animal feed/ grain and hay available see page 19.
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Midway Equipment
1.

Concession stands
The 3-some stand

Cotton candy on sticks
Candied apples on sticks
Popcorn in boxes
12 x 12 stand with 3 sides open gabled roof with counters and
Display of some items inside of stand @$ 15.50

2.

Lunch Time stand
Hotdogs on grill
French fries in cooker
Corndogs in cooker
Hamburgers on grillFavorite Soda’s at soda fountain
Complete with 12 x 14 stand open 3 sides counters/gabled roof
/fixtures /grills/stoves & Drinking fountain @ $25.00
Concession Stand workers @ $ 4.50 each

3. Junk Stands @ $ 18.50/ items below
a. Balloons on a stick
b. Banners on a stick
c. Flags on a stick
4. Balloon Vendors @$ 17.50
a. A bunch of balloons all colors
b. With vendor
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This an example of a ½” scale junk stand
Top and sign custom built for the customer
$29.00 plus novelties. $12.00 for 30 pcs.
Novelties whole set = $40.00

Big Top Equipment
Seating Systems
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seats General Admission Yellows 10’ high x 20’ wide @ $7.50 ea.
Seats General Admission Yellow’s 10’ high x wedge section @ $3.50 ea.
Seats Reserved Section Reds 10’ high x 20’ wide @ $7.50 ea.
Seats Reserved Section Blues 10’ high x 20’ wide @ $8.50 ea.

Skirting for above selected open sided seats, Vertical red /white stripes @ $4.50
ea.
Running plank walkways/ skid boards 4’ x 23’ long grey. $2.00 ea. goes between
seat sections if ordered with full set of seats skirting is included
Railings for top and sides to protect the patrons @ $3.00 ea section. Included
with complete seating order
Front barrier skirting vertical stripes to match your seat skirting. 20’ sections x 3’
high @ $2.50 ea. 10 sections @ $20.50 (special order request not included with

complete seating order)

** Full 3 ring big top seating set, fully painted and ready for patrons $340.00
Includes skirting for sides of seat sections, handrails top and sides where needed .
If big top listed above is purchased from us the seat system will be $270.00
Other Big Top interior equipment:
Inside performer entrance 20’ x 17’ split curtain contrasting colors from side
walls. @ $4.50 ea.
Inside performer entrance 20’ x 17’ split curtain solid color with show name on it
from side walls. @ $8.50 ea.
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Big Top Props

1. Rings and mats @ $14.00 each fully painted three ring show =@ $32.00
2. Standard solid wood prop stands 6 to a set your choice of round or square @
$7.50
3. Trapeze rigging full set suspended between center poles with net @ $55.50
4. High Wire act /2 pedestals/cable & balance poles @ $25.50
5. Aerialists rigging for cradle act /web ropes. Ladder /swing @ $22.50

Future add-ons coming
Back yard practice ring and performing animals of your choice @ $17.50
A seal act with trainer and props $15.00
Painted seated people. Men or women or mixed. (Call for price quote)

CIRCUS ANIMALS

(Due to limited supplies, please call us on which animals you may want to order.)
All small animals in ¼ Scale
Apes
Alligators

Bears
Panda
Grizzly
Polar
Black

Buffalo
Crocodiles
Dogs
Mountain Goats
Gorillas
Elephants
African
Asian

$5.00 to $7.50

Rhino’s
Seal Elephant
Walrus
Elks
Giraffes
Gazelle
Hippos
Camels
Dromedary
Bactrian
Zebras
Leopards
Lions
Tigers
Panthers
Horses Baggage type @ $4.50
Horses Ring Stock (may be dressed in performing harnesses on Request

For large orders copies of the order form below may be used, fill it in send us a
notice for price verifications to ensure you receive full value discounts and
credit for being a CMB member.
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CIRCUS MODEL STORE ORDER FORM
QUANITY

Full Description/ Cat.pg #

UNIT PRICE

Extended cost

6% Tax if ordering from WI.
Shipping add 10% of total order not to exceed
$20.00
Total Cost
Foreign orders apply customs and nominal shipping costs.
Make checks or money orders out to: Rodney Mushero
Send all Requests to:
Email:circusmodelstore@gmail.com

Circus Model Store
625 Vliet Street
Kewaunee, WI 54216

Call day time from 0900 am to 1200 noon M-F or4:30 pm to 9:00 pm any day, Ask for Rod /Owner
920-536-0791

Customers’ Name:
Address:
Phone number
Please provide phone # or e-mail address for order confirmation.
IF A CMB MEMBER LIST YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER HERE:
We apply 10% off orders over $50.00 for CMBers
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